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5G Enablers (3GPP perspective)



Major cities, 
Hot spots,
UAE major events

5G comprises:

• New Radio

• Evolution of EPC

• Transport & B/Haul 

3GPP  5G = 
Non-Standalone

(LTE Evolution + New Radio)

What will ‘5G’ look like in 2019?

Prepare the transport Network.
New site deployment models (small cells acceleration).
Collaboration with ETC through different aspects such as Taawun.
EXPO-2020 is an example of close collaboration to have it ready for 5G deployment.



Low Band, Complement for Ubiquitous 5G

C-Band 5G (NR islands) + LTE Evolution 

(main coverage)

mmWave 5G + Low Band(700Mhz) 

= Ubiquitous 5G

eMBB uRLLC + eMTC
eMBB = enhanced MBB;   uRLLC = ultra Reliable Low-Latency Communication;   eMTC = enhanced/massive Machine Type Communication

Will Need 2 Bands –
a) Low Band (700 MHz) for Coverage b) High Band (3.6 Ghz)/mm Wave for very high-speed



Trials



du has prepared a ‘path to 5G’, to successfully support launching 5G services in 2019.

5G BTS  is on mm Wave(28GHz), Intel based CPE. 

400MHZ of total bandwidth used 

Demo KIT has been showcased in du in May-2018

Two locations were used:

- DAC (Dubai Academic City), du premises: Outdoor BTS and Indoor CPE.

- Al Salam Tower (Dubai Media City), du HQ: Outdoor deployment at ground floor (du Flag Shop)

mm Wave trial case:



5G Cell On Wheel 5G CPE on 5th

floor DAC

~170m LOS above 
Food court

Du UAE –5G mm Wave Trial @Du Office in Dubai Academic City



5G Cell On Wheel 

5G CPE ~100m LOS from  
AA to CPE

Du UAE –5G mm Wave Trial @Du Office in Al Salaam office



5G mm Wave Use cases



Trial was successfully carried out using 28GHZ mm Wave of 400MHZ (BW)

We were able to achieve expected high 5G throughput on DL (1.4Gbps)

Successfully showcased 4K Video streaming

Low Latency testing ~ 5ms

mm Wave is very challenging band in the sense that it requires perfect radio 
conditions and LOS in order to achieve the required results.

During the testing we found that mm wave very sensitive to interference from 
environment, body, building penetration. A flying bird or a hand can distort 
signal drastically.

5G NR mm Wave mobile deployments will require dense network topologies 
with inter-site distances (ISD) of ~150m  for an outdoor CPE, ~70m Indoor CPE, 
~30m Smartphone

Link budget analysis below shows cell range Vs  channel BW @ cell edge.

Conclusion:

Link Budget  analysis



Few clusters in AbuDhabi and Dubai have been selected to conduct NSA-NR trials on C-band.  

NSA–NR option3x  (4G Core + LTE for Signaling)

5G NR using frequency of 3.6-3.7 GHz (100MHz)

massive MIMO 64X64

LTE 1800Mhz (5Mhz)

On going Testing and Trials: C - band



Microsoft HoloLens

On going testing and trials: use case

 Single user maximum throughput

 UL/DL decoupling

 AR/VR

 Holoportation demonstration of real 
time interaction



Thank You


